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READER REACTION
Bioequivalence TestiIlg-A Need to Rethink
ThomasB. L. Kirkwood1
Statistics Section, National Institute for Biological Standardsand Control, Holly Hill,
London NW3 6RB, England
The symmetric confidence interval method for bioequivalence testing, proposed by
Westlake (1976, 1979), is founded on a premise which is highly questionable,and in his
descriptionof the method, Westlakeconfusestwo distinctstatisticalissues. The purposeof
this note is to clarifythe apparentflaws in Westlake'smethod and to point out a formal
similarity between testing drugs for bioequivalence and checking that their potencies
conform to specified levels. It is suggested that the adoption of a common statistical
approachto the two problems may be advantageous.
A pair of drugsor, more commonly,two alternativeformulationsof the same drug are
said to be 'bioequivalent'when equal amountsof them produce equal therapeuticeffects.
In place of the extensive clinical trials that would be needed to investigate equality of
therapeutic effect directly, decisions on bioequivalence are usually made by comparing
univariatebiological responses (e.g. area under drug blood-level curve) after administration of supposedlyequivalentsingle doses of the drugs (for a fuller accountsee Westlake,
1979). Such a test is known as a 'comparativebioavailabilitytrial', and discussionhere is
confined to this simple case.
Because of experimentalerror and intrinsicbiological variability,true bioequivalence
can never be demonstratedexactly. Nor is it meaningfulsimply to conducta conventional
test of the null hypothesisthat the drugsare bioequivalent.As pointed out in this context
by Westlake (1972, 1979), a differencewhich is statisticallysignificantmay, nevertheless,
be triviallysmall, while lack of significancemay merely be the result of poor reproducibility. A more useful approach is to require that the confidence interval for the mean
difference 6 between the responses to the drugs is completely contained within some
defined range of tolerance about zero (see Westlake, 1972; Metzler, 1974). In the usual
statistical approach a confidence interval for 6 would be centred dn the sample mean
difference, b. However, Westlake (1976) proposed a modificationto this method, which
involves calculatinga 'confidence interval' that is constrainedto be symmetricalabout
zero. He claimed that the modificationwould have the dual advantagesof (i) decreasing
the 'effective' length of the confidence interval, and (ii) increasingthe confidencecoefficient. However, Westlake'smain argumentfor the adoptionof this approachseems to be
based on a misconception.Furthermore,in a later part of his paper,Westlakeswitchedhis
symmetric-intervalmethod from the context in which it was first developed, namely
' Present address: Computing Laboratory, National Institute for Medical Research, The Ridgeway,
Mill Hill, London NW7 1AA, England.
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inference about the mean differencebetween two normallydistributedrandomvariables,
to inference about the ratio of lognormalvariables.In doing thisshe ignored the fact that
the impositionof symmetryon the latter variablesmust necessarilyintroducea form of
bias. (lForan earlier debate on Westlake's method, see correspondencefrom N. Mantel
and W. J. Westlake in 13ion1etrics
339 759-760, December 1977.)
The importance of symmetry was justified by Westlake on the grounds that 'most
clinicianstend to make their equivalencestatementsin a symmetricalmanner'O
He noted
that the conventionalconfidenceintervalis not, in general,symmetricabout zero, and?in
view of the precedingstatement, he regardedthis as a disadvantage.In partlcular,since
the decision on bioequivalence is based on the distance of the further confidence limit
from zero, he declared the 'effective' length of the confidence interval to he twice this
distance. As an alternative,he suggested that the conventional95°/Oconfidenceinterval
should be replaced by one which is symmetricalabout zero and which covers a range
accountingfor 95°/Oof the area under the likelihood curve. The 'eHective'length of this
symmetricalintervalis obviouslyless than that of the conventionalinterval?and Westlake
furthershowed that the probabilityof it containing8 is alwaysgreaterthan .95 (for 8 = 0
this probabilityis 1, and it tends to .95 only as 8 >ofJ).
So, what is wrong with this? The problemis perhapsseen most clearlyby consideringa
hypotheticalexample. Supposethe limits of the range for acceptingbioequivalenceare set
as zelO.0, and that a sample of subjects has yielded a mean difference o-f 7o0 with a
conventional confidence interval for 8 of (3.5, 10.5). In the conventional approach,
bioequivalenceis not accepted,and it is concludedthat there is probablya genuinethough
small diference between the drugs(the observeddiference is small enough, however,that
a larger sample might show the drugs to be acceptably equivalent). With Westlake's
method, the confidenceinterval(3.5, 10.5), which he would claim has an 'effective'length
(-10.5
.5), is replaced by a symmetlical one, say (-9. 8, 9.8). Bioequivalence is accepted, and in.formation
on the differencebetween.th.edrugs is ig>ored.
This example was, of course?chosen to highlightthe dil°ierencebetween the methods,
but the points it makes are important and general ones. Firstlyr while Westlake's
symmetricalconfidenceinterval has a slhorter'efective' length, it is actuallylonger than
the conventionalinterval. (That the confidence coefficient-forWestlake's interval varies
with 8 also underlines its difference from the usual concept of a confidence interval.)
Secondly, the probabilityof acceptingbioequivalencewith Westlake'sapproachis always
higher. In fact, it is easily seen that as 161 increases or (r (the standard deviation of
responses) decreases, Westlake's method progressivelychanges, in favour of accepting
bioequivalence,from a two-sided to a one-sided approach.When a conventional 95°/O
confidenceintervalis used, bioequivalelaceis accepted if 6 differssignificantlyfrom each
of the upper and lower limits at a fixed significancelevel, the one-sided 22% level. With
Westlake's method7bioequivalence is accepted if 8 diflers from the nearer limit at a
one-sided significancelevel which varies between 22% and 5%. As 181/ increases,or in
other words as the evidence for nonequivalence becomes stronger, the criterion £or
rejecting bioequivalenceactuallybecome§ more lax.
The liernel of this dubiousstrategyis Westlake?sattemptto carryover the symmetryof
clinicians:bioequivalencestatements,which relate only to the setting of tolerance limits,
to inferencefrom the data. To impose symmetrythus is inappropriate.The best estimate
of the true differencebetween the drugs is the sample mean diflerence,not zero, and the
confidence interval ought properly to be centred on this. The fact that the symmetrical
interval has the higher probabilityof containing;the true difference (assumingthat the
variablesare indeed normal) gives some reassurancethat the methods will only seldom
? 10
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reach different conclusions. However, there are no practicaladvantages,and some real
disadvantages,to Westlake's departurefrom the conventionalapproach.
To add to this confusion, Westlake considered another type of asymmetrywhere the
variablesare lognormal,and where bioequivalenceis defined as occurringwhen the ratio
of their true geometric means is equal to unity. Use of a log transformationmakes this
situationdirectlyequivalentto the one alreadyconsidered,but there is the added problem
that limits which are symmetricalabout zero in log units are asymmetricalwhen transformed back to limits about unity (e.g. 0.80-1.25). Westlake suggested a different
modificationhere so as still to conformwith clinicians:supposedrequirementsof symmetrical confidencelimits. However, this automaticallybiases the assessmentof bioequivalence in favour of accepting ratios less than unity. Since limits for lognormal variables
which are genuinely symmetricalin terms of the underlyingvariationdo, unfortunately,
have the superficialappearanceof being asymmetrical,the answer surely lies in better
educating our clinical colleagues: and not in distorting the methods of analysis so as
merely to hide this problem.
A wellestablished precedent for this type of limit may be found in the statistically
similarcontext of controllingthe potency of biologicaldrugs (see, for example, European
Pharmacopoeia, 1969, 1971).In bioassay, potency estimates tend to be lognormally
distributed,and confidencelimits are calculatedto be symmetricon a log scale (asymmetric on the scale of potency units). Pharmacopoeialrequirements for acceptance of
potencies stipulate, for example, that the estimated potency of a drug and its 95%
confidenceintervalshould fall within ranges 90%-111%
and 80%-125%
of the labelled
value, respectively. In this case, constraints are placed on both point and interval
estimates. This type of logarithmicallysymmetrictolerance intervalis widely accepted by
both manufacturerand regulatoryauthority,and it may be of considerablepracticalbenefit
to bring bioequivalencetesting closer to the practiceof bioassay.The formalsimilarityof
the statisticalproblemsin the two areas suggests that much may be gained by adoptinga
common methodologicalapproach.
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RESPONSE
Kirkwood's comments continue an apparently developing trend, that the criticism of
papers on bioequivalence is a suitable pursuit for those who are not familiarwith the
concept of bioequivalenceor with the particularproblemsthat it poses to both manufacturer and drug regulatory agency. The lack of understandingof the meaning of bioequivalenceis apparentas early as the second paragraph:bioequivalenceis a concept that
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applies not to differentdrugs but only to differentformulationsof the same drug entity.
Kirkwood'snote contains a number of quite gratuitouscomments and it is tempting to
reply in kind. It will probably be more helpful to readers of this journal, however, if I
attempt to elucidate the considerationsthat led me to propose a confidence interval
symmetricalabout zero (or unity, in the case of a ratio). As I do this, I think it will
become clear that most of Kirkwood'sobjections are irrelevant and that the criticism,
'confusion'of statisticalissues, is more appropriateto his commentssince they appearto
miss the essential point, namely that the confidence interval is proposed as a decisionmaking device.
Firstly, I should emphasize that the following discussion is presented against the
backgroundof the practice in the U.S.A., where a pharmaceuticalcompany, seeking
approvalof its formulationof a drug, conductsa bioeguivalencetrial againstthe standard
formulation (usually the originator's)and submits the results to the Food and Drug
Administration(FDA) for approval.For a number of years it has been the practice to
analyse such trials using an ANOVA in which the key element is a test of the simple
hypothesis that for the two formulations the means of several characteristicsof the
blood-level profile are identical. That this practice is still standard can be verified by
perusal of the numerousjournalsdealing with clinicalpharmacologyand pharmaceutical
sciences.

I have arguedfor a numberof years that the testing of this null hypothesisis irrelevant
to the decision that must be made. As a meaningful alternative I have suggested
constructionof a 1-oe confidenceinterval(oe= .05, traditionally)on the differenceor the
ratio of the means. The decision procedureis: if the limits of the confidenceintervalfall
within the acceptable limits recommended by the regulatory agency, accept the new
formulation;if not, reject it. My next step was to observe that, since the acceptablelimits
were given in symmetricalform, the use of a confidenceintervalsymmetricalabout zero
for differences,or about unity for ratios, would increase the manufacturer'schances of
success (approval)while still assuringthe regulatoryagency of a confidencecoefficientof
at least 1-oe. In my 1976 paper (referencedby Kirkwood)I stated that 'most clinicians
tend to make their equivalence statements in a symmetricalmanner'. In my experience
this is true; but I could have put the case much more stronglyby noting that in the U.S.A.
the regulatoryagencyproposes the symmetricalform in its regulations.An examinationof
the various bioavailabilityregulations appearing in the Federal Register, for example,
reveals numerousstatementsto the effect that the reference and test productsshould not
differby more than 20%or 30°/O.Kirkwood'sgratuitouscommentconcerning'clinicians'
supposedrequirementsof symmetricalconfidencelimits'can then clearlybe seen for what
it is. One final point on the symmetricalconfidenceintervalshould be made. It is a point
that is equivalent,I believe, to one that Kirkwoodhimselfmakes. Whateverthe true value
of the differenceor ratio of the means, the probabilityof acceptingthe test formulationis
always higher with my proposed symmetrical 1-oe confidence interval than with the
conventional 1-oe confidence interval. Similarly,the probabilityof acceptancewith the
symmetrical 1 - oe confidence interval is always less than with a conventional 1 - 2ae
interval.This point is importantin the following discussion.
Whatprotectionshould the regulatoryagencyseek againstapprovinga new formulation
that is not bioequivalentto the standard?Currentpractice in approvingnew drugs for
efficacypresents a helpful analogy. In this case, one is usually attemptingto demonstrate
the tfficacyof a new drugby testing againsta placebo, and it is customaryin the U.S.A. to
insist that in the test of the null hypothesis (identity of drug and placebo) a statistically
significantresult at the oe level (traditionally.05) be obtained as proof of efficacy. My
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interpretationof this is that the regulatoryagency is attemptingto ensure that if the drug
is really the same as placebo there is only a low probability,.05, that it will be approved.
Note, however,that since the drugwould never be approvedfor being less efficaciousthan
placebo, the test and its associatedcriticalregion should be one-sided. It seems to me that
a similarpolicy should prevail in the decision criterionfor bioequivalence.A suitablerule
might be: if the differencein means of the two formulationsis actually1\, where + 1\ is the
allowablerange for bioequivalence,then the probabilitythat the 1 - oeconfidenceinterval
falls within +1\ should be acceptablysmall (say .05). That is, in the borderlinecase the
probabilityof acceptingthe new formulationas bioequivalentto the standardshould be
small. I had not formalizedthis approachwhen I wrote the 1976 paper, but in the 1979
survey paper (also referencedby Kirkwood)it is mentioned briefly under a discussionof
sample-size determination.
If this approachis used it will be seen that the use of a conventional 1 - oeconfidence
interval with oe=.05 is unduly conservativesince the probabilitythat the interval falls
within the +1\ limits when the differencein means is 1\ can be shown to be <2°t, or .025.
In order to obtain a true analogy with efficacy-testingpractice one should use a 90°/O
conEdenceinterval, then the probabilityof acceptingthe borderlinecase is <.05. Thus,
despite Kirkwood'sconcerns,it is apparentthat the use of my proposedsymmetrical95°/O
confidenceintervalleads to a decision process which is more stringentthan that based on
the use of a conventional 90% confidence interval. The use of the latter has much to
recommend it: in particular,the fact that it parallels efficacy-testingpractice. However,
my concern has been that the values .05 for critical regions and 95°/Ofor confidence
coefficientsare so ingrainedin traditionalpracticethat it mightbe hardto obtain universal
acceptance of its use. To a regulatoryagency, for example, use of a 90°/Orather than a
95°/Oconfidence coefficient might appear to represent a relaxation of its standards
whereas, as I have pointed out above, it is completelyconsonantwith the practiceof using
a one-sided c-level of .05 in efflcacytrials. With this background,it should be clear that
my recommendationof 95°/Osymmetrical confidence intervals can be viewed as an
attempt to bridge the gap from a traditional 95°/Oconfidence interval to the 90°/O
confidenceinterval that is really more appropriate.
I hope that the foregoing remarksshed some light on the decision process involved in
bioequivalence testing. In particular, I think it should be clear that the use of the
suggested95% symmetricalconfidenceinterval,far from being a 'dubiousstrategy'based
on a premise which is 'highly questionable',is, in fact, a rather conservativeprocedure.
The other comments of Kirkwood, concerning biased estimation and so on, are not
relevant to the decision-makingproblem faced in bioequivalencetrials.
W. J. Westlake
Smith, Kline & FrenchLaboratories,
1500 SpringGardenSt,
P.O. Box 7929,
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania19101, U.S.A.
Note by Editor
The exchangeof views by T. B. L. Kirkwoodand W. J. Westlakewill help to clarifysome
of the statisticalissues involved in bioequivalencetesting. Readers may wish to refer to
two recent papers in which a Bayesian viewpoint is adopted: Selwyn, Dempster and Hall
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(Biometrics37, 11-2l, March 1981), and Mandallazand Mau (Biometrics37, 213-222,
June 1981). The Bayesianformulationprovidesa convenientway to review the difference
between the symmetricaland conventionalconfidence intervalprocedures.
Suppose that the regulatory authority is prepared to regard two formulations as
bioequivalentif 6, the true difference in means (say, on a log scale), is within the range
1\. With appropriateassumptionsabout 'vague priors',the posteriordistributionof 1\ in
any bioequivalencetest may be approximatedby the usual t distributioncentred around
the estimate 6. Then Westlake's procedure,which involves acceptanceif a 100(1-oe)°/O
confidencerange centred around zero falls within +1\, is equivalent to acceptancewhen
the posterior probability that -/2 < 6 < 1\ exceeds 1-oe. The conventional procedure
favoured by Kirkwood, which is based on the 100(1-oe)°/O confidence range centred
around£,isequivalentto acceptancewhen (i) the probabilitythat 6 < -1\ is less that 2°t,
and also (ii) the probabilitythat 6 > 1\ is less than 2°g Either of these approachesseems
intuitivelyreasonable, but they are different:hence the possible confusion.
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